We study the Borel moment map µB : T˚pbˆC n q Ñ b˚, given by pr, s, i, jq Þ Ñ rr, ss`ij, and describe our algorithm to construct the geometric invariant theory (GIT) quotients µ´1 B p0q{ { det B and µ´1 B p0q{ { det´1 B, and the affine quotient µ´1 B p0q{ {B. We also provide an insight of the singular locus of 2 n irreducible components of µB. Finally, analogous to the Hilbert-Chow morphism, we discuss that the GIT quotient for the Borel setting is a resolution of singularities.
Introduction
Parabolic equivariant geometry frequently appears in algebraic geometry, representation theory, and mathematical physics. They generalize equivariant morphisms for reductive groups, with multitude of connections to quiver Hecke algebras (cf. [KL09, KL11, Rou12, Rou08]), isospectral Hilbert schemes (cf. [Hai01, Im18] ), flag Hilbert schemes (cf. [GNR16] ), and partial (Grothendieck-)Springer resolutions (cf. [CG10, Nev11, Im18, Im14] ).
We will work over the set of complex numbers. Let G " GL n pCq, the set of nˆn invertible matrices over C, and let P be a parabolic group of G consisting of invertible block upper triangular matrices. Let B be the set of invertible upper triangular matrices in G. Note that P Ě B. Let g " LiepGq, p " LiepP q, and b " LiepBq.
Consider the matrix variety bˆC n , and its cotangent bundle T˚pbˆC n q, where we make the following identification:
T˚pbˆC n q " bˆb˚ˆC nˆp C n q˚, where b˚t r -g{u`and u`is the nilpotent radical in b. There is a natural B-action on bˆC n via b.pr, iq " pbrb´1, biq. Taking the derivative of this action gives us a : b Ñ ΓpT bˆC n q Ď CrT˚pbˆC n qs, given by apvqpr, iq " d dt pg t .pr, iqqˇˇt "0 " prv, rs, viq, where g t " expptvq. We dualize a to obtain the moment map µ B " a˚: T˚pbˆC n q Ñ b˚, where pr, s, i, jq Þ Ñ rr, ss`ij.
(1)
Note that the B-action is induced onto the cotangent bundle, giving us B ö T˚pbˆC n q via b.pr, s, i, jq " pbrb´1, bsb´1, bi, jb´1q.
In [Im18] , the first author restricts to the regular semisimple locus µ´1 B p0q rss of the components of µ B , i.e., r has pairwise distinct eigenvalues, and studies its affine quotient µ´1 B p0q rss { {B. The author shows that the affine quotient is isomorphic to C 2n z∆, where ∆ " tpa 1 , . . . , a n , 0, . . . , 0q : a ι " a γ for some ι " γu (cf. [Im18, Thm. 1.6]). So this locus µ´1 B p0q rss { {B is contained in the smooth locus of the affine quotient, which we will denote by X sm . In this construction, B-invariant polynomials are explicitly given for the affine quotient.
We now recall a description of the irreducible components of µ B (see [Nev11, Prop. 4.2] ). But first, we state [Nev11, Lemma 4.1]:
Lemma 1.1 (Nevins, Lemma 4.1). Suppose r is a diagonal nˆn matrix with pairwise distinct eigenvalues. Let i P C n and j P pC n q˚. Then given diagonal entries s aa for an nˆn matrix s, there is a unique s satisfying rr, ss`ij " 0. In particular, if s P g{u`and µ B pr, s, i, jq " 0, then there is a unique lift of s to s P g such that µ G pr, s, i, jq " 0, where
Proposition 1.2 (Nevins, Proposition 4.2). For n ď 5, the irreducible components of µ´1 B p0q are the closures of subsets C ℓ , where ℓ : t1, . . . , nu Ñ t0, 1u is a function. The subset C ℓ consists of the orbits of quadruples pr, s, i, jq, where r is diagonal and has pairwise distinct eigenvalues, i k " ℓpkq, j k " 1´ℓpkq, and s is the image of a matrix s P g in g{u`that has arbitrary diagonal entries and off-diagonal entries
Thus C ℓ , as discussed in Proposition 1.2, enumerate 2 n irreducible components of µ´1 B p0q.
We will write C 0 to be the closure of the irreducible component enumerated by ℓpkq " 0 for all 1 ď k ď n, i.e., i " 0 P C n while j " p1, . . . , 1q P pC n q˚.
Note that the first author has verified using Macaulay2 (cf. [GS02] ) and computational algebraic geometry techniques that µ B is a complete intersection for up to n " 5.
Furthermore, Im-Scrimshaw in [IS] prove that given a parabolic subalgebra with at most 5 Jordan blocks, the components of µ P form a complete intersection, where µ P : T˚ppˆC n q Ñ p˚, which is a generalization of the Borel moment map µ B given in (1). The irreducible components are enumerated, where the vector i and the covector j are t0, 1u-vectors (cf. [IS, Thm. 1.1]), which are similar to Proposition 1.2, and are equidimensional (cf. [IS, Thm. 1.2]).
In this manuscript, we specialize when P " B and provide our program to describe the entire affine quotient µ´1 B p0q{ {B, and the geometric invariant theory (GIT) quotients
2 for the definition of affine and GIT quotients). Although we have explicitly constructed B-invariant polynomials and B-semi-invariant polynomials, it is difficult to show that they generate the B-invariant subalgebra and the semiinvariant module, respectively.
Moreover, although the regular semisimple results in [Im18] hold for all n, the parabolic subalgebra results in [IS] hold for less than or equal to 5 Jordan blocks since the authors are not aware of appropriate methods to tackle the case when the P -adjoint action on p has infinitely-many orbits (cf. proof of [IS, Prop. 4.2]). One of the key assumptions in [Im18] is that we restrict to the locus where r has pairwise distinct eigenvalues, which makes studying parabolic equivariant geometry (for any n) straightforward since r is diagonalizable. However, for the entire Borel subalgebra, the geometry is no longer clear. Thus, we assume throughout this manuscript that n ď 5.
We also describe the singular locus of the irreducible components of µ B but since they are currently difficult to generalize for large n, we omit the computation.
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Parabolic equivariant geometry
2.1. Parabolic invariant functions. We begin with a preliminary background. We will write diagprq " pr 11 , . . . , r nn q to be an nˆn diagonal matrix whose (ordered) coordinates along the diagonal are r 11 , . . . , r nn .
Lemma 2.1. We have Crbs B -Crr 11 , . . . , r nn s.
where δ ιγ is the Kronecker delta. Then
Since the off-diagonal entries of r are zero, a B-invariant polynomial is independent of the off-diagonal coordinate functions. Thus Crbs B -Crdiagprqs.
Lemma 2.2. We have Crb˚s B -Crtrpsqs.
Proof. Let F be a polynomial in Crtrpsqs. Since F ptrpbsb´1qq " F ptrpsb´1bqq " F ptrpsqq for any b P B, F is in the B-invariant subring Crb˚s B . Now suppose F P Crb˚s B and let s P b˚. Then for a 1-parameter subgroup λ 1 ptq with coordinates
Taking the limit as t Ñ 0, we have
Since off-diagonal entries of s are zero, our B-invariant polynomial F is independent of the coordinates ts ιγ u ιąγ . Now consider another 1-parameter subgroup λ 2 ptq, where
Then pλ 2 ptq.sq ιγ "
(3) Since F psq " F ps 1 q for any s 1 P B.s (the polynomial F must take the same value on any orbit closure), the equality lim By (3) and by choosing appropriate choices for ts αβ u αąβ in (4), we have pλ 2 ptq.sq ιι " 0 for each 1 ď ι ă n while pλ 2 ptq.sq nn " s nn´ÿ n´1ăkďn s k,n´1 " trpsq.
This means all coordinate entries are zero except the pn, nq-entry, which is trpsq. Thus for F in Crb˚s B , F psq must be of the form F ps 1 q, where all coordinates of s 1 are zero except the entry s 1 nn , which equals trpsq. So F is a polynomial in trpsq.
We will now generalize [Im18, Defn 2.2]. Let rns :" t1, . . . , nu.
Definition 2.3. Let J Ď rns. Define
where I is the nˆn identity matrix. Let tr J :" trpℓ J q. Then
In the case when J " tku, we may write ℓ k :" ℓ k prq " r´r kk I, and when J " ∅, then ℓ J :" I. Furthermore, we will write the coordinates of ℓ J as ℓ J γµ . Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.4.
Geometric invariant theory.
We refer to [MFK94, New09] for extensive background in geometric invariant theory. Let X be a variety (or a scheme) with an action by an algebraic group G. Then the G-invariant polynomial ring is defined as CrXs G :" tf P CrXs : f pg.xq " f pxq for all x P X, g P Gu.
(
Let χ : G Ñ C˚be a character of G, i.e., a group homomorphism. Then χ-semi-invariant module is defined to be CrXs G,χ :" tf P CrXs : f pg.xq " χpgqf pxq for all x P X, g P Gu.
(7)
The affine quotient of X by G is defined to be
while a GIT quotient (twisted by χ) is defined as
Thus, invariant and semi-invariant functions play fundamental roles in the geometric construction of quotient spaces in algebraic geometry.
The singular locus of the components of µ B
We investigated the singular locus using Singular (cf. [DGPS19] ) for n ď 5.
Theorem 3.1. Each irreducible component C ν , for 1 ď ν ď 2 n , is singular, whose singular locus has codimension 1 in C ν . Thus, the singular locus µ´1 B p0q sing of the components of µ B has codimension 1 in µ´1 B p0q. It follows that the irreducible components do not intersect transversely.
Remark 3.2. Recall from [IS, Thm. 1.2] that the irreducible components are equidimensional of dimension`n`1 2˘`2 n. So the singular locus in each irreducible component has dimensioǹ n`1 2˘`2 n´1. We note that we do not have an isolated singularity but since the singular locus is of high dimension, we cannot yet explicitly report a meaningful structure about this locus.
Remark 4.7. One of the reasons why B-invariant polynomials are important is because they provide an alternative way to study the affine quotient µ´1p0q{ {B via its ring of functions, i.e., since Crµ´1p0q{ {Bs -CrT˚pbˆC n qs{xprr, ss`ijq γν y,
CrT˚pbˆC n qs B xprr, ss`ijq γν y B Ě Crf J , g J , h ι , k n,J , l J,1 s xsyzygiesy`xprr, ss`ijq γν y B , where the syzygies can explicitly be computed using Macaulay2 (cf. [GS02] ). The syzygies, i.e., relations among generators, for our setting are inhomogeneous and appear to be difficult to generalize for higher n.
GIT quotients of the Borel moment map
Let χ : B Ñ C˚be a character, i.e., a group homomorphism. In this section, we will consider when χ " det and det´1. We refer to [GG06, §8] for the construction of the semi-invariants for the classical setting GL n pCq.
Consider the closed imbedding ε i 0 :hˆh ãÑ bˆb˚ˆC nˆp C n qp a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 , . . . , b n q Þ Ñ pdiagpa 1 , . . . , a n q, diagpb 1 , . . . , b n q, i 0 , 0q
and ε j 0 :hˆh ãÑ bˆb˚ˆC nˆp C n qp a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 , . . . , b n q Þ Ñ pdiagpa 1 , . . . , a n q, diagpb 1 , . . . , b n q, 0, j 0 q,
where i 0 " p1, . . . , 1q P C n and j 0 " p1, . . . , 1q P pC n q˚. Proof. Consider ψ f in (14). First, it is clear that ℓ J and L rnsztιu r are well-defined since they are elements in b. Next, we will check that the product of matrices ℓ rnsztnu sℓ J and ℓ J sℓ rnszt1u are well-defined. First, consider ℓ rnsztnu sℓ J . Since
where˚represents a nonzero coordinate entry, ℓ rnsztnu in ℓ rnsztnu s will kill all the coordinates of s in u`, i.e., ℓ rnsztnu s does not depend on u`. Thus, ℓ rnsztnu sℓ J is well-defined.
Similarly, for ℓ J sℓ rnszt1u , ℓ rnszt1u
γµ " #˚i f γ " 1, 0 otherwise, where˚represents a nonzero coordinate entry. So sℓ rnszt1u only involves the first column of s. Thus, sℓ rnszt1u doesn't depend on u`, and ℓ J sℓ rnszt1u is well-defined.
Next, since we have 
Thus b.ψ f " xv˚, bf 1 i^. . .^bf n iy " detpbqxv˚, f 1 i^. . .^f n iy " detpbqψ f , and this completes the proof.
Theorem 5.2. For each k ě 1, restriction of functions via the imbedding ε i 0 in (11) induces a vector space surjection εi 0 :
a subspace of S n -alternating polynomials.
Proof. Let k ě 1. The imbedding C 0 ãÑ µ´1 B p0q induces a bijection Crµ´1 B p0qs B,det k " Ñ CrC 0 s B,det k . It follows that Crµ´1 B p0qs B,det k contains products ψ 1¨¨¨ψk as a Crµ´1 B p0qs Bmodule. Since εi 0 ψ f P D for any f , we see that εi 0 pψ 1¨¨¨ψk q P D k . Hence
Note that Crµ´1 B p0qs B,det k contains the k-fold products ψ 1¨¨¨ψk , as a Crµ´1 B p0qs B -module. Thus it suffices to prove surjectivity of the map εi 0 for k " 1. To prove this, we identify D with the n-th exterior power^nE of the vector space of polynomials, where E :" Crℓ J , L rnsztιu r, ℓ rnsztnu sℓ J , ℓ J sℓ rnszt1u s.
With this identification, the space D is spanned by wedge products f 1^. . .^f n , where f 1 , . . . , f n P E.
By the definition of the irreducible component C 0 for any pr, s, i, jq P C 0 , we have rr, ss " rr, ss`ij " 0. So for any f P E, the expression f is a well-defined matrix. That is, for any lift of f to a noncommutative polynomial p f P A (cf. (13)), i.e., for any p f in the preimage of f under the natural projection A ։ E, we have p f " f . Thus, given an n-tuple f 1 , . . . , f n , we have a well-defined element ψ f " xv˚, f 1 i^. . .^f n iy P Crµ´1 B p0qs B,det .
5.2.
Twisted by det´1. Let v P^nC n be a nonzero volume form. Similar as before, let g " pg 1 , . . . , g n q,
where g i P A,
A is defined in (13), and g is an n-tuple of noncommutative polynomials. Consider polynomials of the form φ g " xjg 1^. . .^jg n , vy P CrT˚pbˆC n qs.
Lemma 5.3. The polynomials φ g are det´1-semi-invariant.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 5.3 is analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.1, so we omit the details.
Similar to Theorem 5.2, we have the following:
Theorem 5.4. For each k ď 1, restriction of functions via the imbedding ε j 0 in (12) induces a vector space surjection εj 0 : Crµ´1 B p0qs B,det k ։ D´k, where D is the S n -alternating submodule given in (15).
Restriction to the regular semi-simple and the singular locus
When restricting both the GIT and the affine quotient to the regular semi-simple locus µ´1 B p0q rss , we expect an isomorphism
of varieties. In fact, the regular semi-simple locus should precisely be the nonsingular locus in both the GIT and affine quotient. By [Im18, Thm 1.6], the singular locus µ´1 B p0q sing { {B in the B-affine quotient is contained in the locus isomorphic to H " tpr 1 , . . . , r n , 0, . . . , 0q : r i " r j for some i " ju,
{B is expected to be a resolution of singularities, where : is meant that a certain notion of wall-crossing in GIT has occurred, and a notion of stability has been changed from det to det´1. In fact, we expect µ´1 B p0q sing { {B -H. Note that singularities are still not isolated in the affine quotient.
Connections to the Hilbert scheme of n points on a complex plane
Let µ G : T˚pgl nˆC n q Ñ gln tr gl n , where pr, s, i, jq Þ Ñ rr, ss`ij. By [Nak99, Ch. 3], we have the well-known morphism µ´1 G p0q{ { det GL n pCq -pC 2 q rns Hilbert-Chow µ´1 G p0q{ { det GL n pCq -S n C 2 " C 2ˆ. . .ˆC 2 {S n , where pC 2 q rns is the Hilbert scheme of n points on a complex plane.
Analogously for our setting, we have:
Conjecture 7.1. The following hold:
is isomorphic to the flag Hilbert scheme on a complex plane (line).
Conjecture 7.1(a) is known as variational GIT, or wall-crossing.
Conjecture 7.2. The following diagram
commutes.
Remark 7.3. Although proving Conjectures 7.1 and 7.2 would be interesting, we have obtained the syzygies for our B-invariant and det-semi-invariant polynomials using [GS02] . Thus, although writing these syzygies in terms of our generators appear to be unsystematic and difficult to generalize for higher n, constructing affine and GIT quotients with our current set of generators and relating them to other well-known schemes would still be facinating and interesting.
